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No Limit - Pete Hautman 2009-12-01
A teen develops a gambling addiction in this risk-heavy read—in trade
paperback for the first time. Sixteen-year-old Denn Doyle’s troubles
begin with a seemingly harmless—and extremely profitable—game of
poker with some neighborhood kids. Eager to join the adult world, Denn
realizes that casinos and poker are a means to do exactly that. His
“hobby” progresses to a habit and then to an addiction that threatens
relationships with his parents, girlfriend, and best friend. Hautman
explores the escalation of Denn’s gambling without preachiness, dealing
with his problem in a straightforward and knowledgeable manner.
Dark Song - Gail Giles 2010-09-07
Mark said he heard the dark song when he creeped houses. The song the
predator's heart sings when it hears the heart of the prey. I heard it now.
Mark said it had always been in me. Lurking. Waiting for me to hear.
Ames is not the person she was a few months ago. Her father lost his job,
and her family is crumbling apart. Now, all she has is Marc. Marc, who
loves her more than anything. Marc, who owns a gun collection. And he'll
stop at nothing--even using his guns--to get what he wants. Ames feels
her parents have betrayed her with their lies and self-absorption, but is
she prepared to make the ultimate betrayal against them? In this
controversial novel about a good-girl-gone-wrong, Gail Giles returns to
the fast-paced, chilling writing that attracted so many fans to What
Happened to Cass McBride?.
Kissing the Rain - Kevin Brooks 2014-09-04
Pale, blubbery Moo silently endures a rain of spite each day. But when he
sees a murder, he must take a stand, and choose between truth and lies,
weakness and strength...
Head Case - Sarah Aronson 2014-06-24
ONE MISTAKE. ONE BAD NIGHT. ONE TOO MANY DRINKS. Sarah
Aronson's Head Case is a powerful and heartbreaking debut novel about
a guy who had it all...until he drank that fifth beer and got into the car.
Frank Marder is a head, paralyzed from the neck down, and it's his fault.
He was drinking. He was driving. Now Frank can't walk, he can't move,
he can't feel his skin. He needs someone to feed him, to wash him, to
move his body. But if you ask most of the people who are posting on
www.quadkingonthenet, he hasn't been adequately punished. Two people
are dead because of him. Frank should go to jail. Only "Annonymous"
disagrees.
Flirtin' With the Monster - Ellen Hopkins 2009-05-12
Where is the line between truth and fiction? Why do love and addiction
so often go hand in hand? What does the real "Kristina" think about the
way her story is told in Crank and Glass? Crank and Glass have always
been more than just stories. Join their author Ellen Hopkins and a host of
other writers as they delve deep into Kristina's story, from the straight
truth on the physical effects of methamphetamine addiction to the
psychological consequences of keeping secrets (and how Hopkins' books
have encouraged so many teens to reveal theirs). With an essay by
Ellen's real-life daughter (the basis for the character of "Kristina") that
tells her version of the events that inspired the books—along with
perspectives from "Scott," "Jake," and 10-year-old "Hunter," the baby
from Crank—Flirtin' with the Monster is a compelling journey through
the complexities of Hopkins' beloved bestselling works.
Trigger - Susan Vaught 2007-12-26
Teenager Jersey Hatch must work through his extensive brain damage to
figure out why he decided to shoot himself.
The Space Between Trees - Katie Williams 2010-07-01
Not your everyday coming-of-age novel. This story was supposed to be
about Evie—how she hasn't made a friend in years, how she tends to
stretch the truth (especially about her so-called relationship with college
drop-out Jonah Luks), and how she finally comes into her own once she
learns to just be herself—but it isn't. Because when her classmate
Elizabeth "Zabet" McCabe's murdered body is found in the woods,

everything changes—and Evie's life is never the same again.
The Secret Story of Sonia Rodriguez - Alan Lawrence Sitomer
2018-12-04
Sonia Rodriguez was born in the United States, but her parents are
Mexican immigrants who came to California before she was born. Her
father has three Social Security numbers, her mother is pregnant
(again), and neither of them speaks English. Sonia's mother spends most
of her time in bed, watching soap operas, and letting Sonia clean up after
her brothers. Sonia's father works dutifully to support his family, but he
knows that his daughter's dreams are bigger than making tamales for
family get-togethers. When Sonia attempts to put school work before her
familia, her mother decides that it's time for Sonia to visit her
grandmother in Mexico to learn "the ways of the old world." While in
Mexico, Sonia gets to know her wise grandmother and her cousin Maria,
who teach her that while familia is important, the most important thing is
to follow your heart. Sonia returns to the States determined to succeed
in school, but the birth of her new twin siblings, inappropriate advances
from her drunk uncle (Drunkle), and a forbidden relationship with an El
Salvadorian boy push school to the back burner. If only Sonia can find
the time to cook dinner, secretly meet with her boyfriend, avoid her
Drunkle, AND finish her homework, she just might be able to graduate
from high school. . . .
Jake, Reinvented - Gordon Korman 2013-04-02
There is a mysterious new student at Fitzgerald High, Jake Garret. He
seems to have it all figured out. He looks like he just stepped off the
cover of the J. Crew catalog, he is the best kicker the football team has
ever had, and best of all, he hosts the party to go to every Friday night.
All the guys want to be like him and all the girls want to date him, but
Jake only has eyes for Didi, the girlfriend of alpha male and quarterback,
Todd Buckley . As Jake's friend Rick gets to know him, he at first admires
him, then starts to like him, but soon grows to fear for him as he learns
Jake's dangerous secret. From beloved young adult author Gordon
Korman, comes a new look at age-old themes about popularity,
acceptance, and human nature.
Fragments - Jeffry W. Johnston 2007-01-09
Chase wishes he could remember the events of his accident, but when
the memories begin to come back in his dreams, Chase must face the
reality of his past and finally deal with the part he played in the tragic
event.
Something Like Hope - Shawn Goodman 2010-12-28
Seventeen-year-old Shavonne has been in juvenile detention since the
seventh grade. Mr. Delpopolo is the first counselor to treat her as an
equal, and he helps her get to the bottom of her self-destructive
behavior, her guilt about past actions, and her fears about leaving the
Center when she turns eighteen. Shavonne tells him the truth about her
crack-addicted mother, the child she had (and gave up to foster care) at
fifteen, and the secret shame she feels about what she did to her younger
brother after her mother abandoned them. Meanwhile, Shavonne's
mentally unstable roommate Cinda makes a rash move, and Shavonne's
quick thinking saves her life—and gives her the opportunity to get out of
the Center if she behaves well. But Shavonne's faith is tested when her
new roommate, mentally retarded and pregnant Mary, is targeted by a
guard as a means to get revenge on Shavonne. As freedom begins to look
more and more likely, Shavonne begins to believe that maybe she, like
the goslings recently hatched on the Center's property, could have a
future somewhere else—and she begins to feel something like hope. This
is a brutally honest but hopeful story of finding yourself and moving
beyond your past.
Blood Brothers - S. A. Harazin 2008-12-18
Without his job at the hospital, Clay would be lost. The hard work, the
struggles of the patients, the drama in the ERÑit makes his days worth
something, and gives focus to his dream of someday becoming a doctor.
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Clay can't afford to go away to college like the rest of his graduating
senior class, but what other 17-year-old has delivered a baby or helped
save a life?Still, Clay wishes his life could be more like his best friend
Joey's. Joey has it all—a great family, a good college waiting for him at
the end of the summer, money, a car. Clay has to bike everywhere, and
the miles are starting to wear him down. But Joey's golden future
shatters one day when he overdoses at a party. Now he's clinging to life
at the hospital where Clay works, and Clay may even be implicated in
Joey's injuries. Tension and emotion rise as those who love Joey gather
and wait. Clay will do whatever he can to find out what happened at the
party, and to help Joey recover. But to survive this ordeal Clay must draw
on a strength he never knew he had.
Girls Like Us - Gail Giles 2014
Graduating from their school's special education program, Quincy and
Biddy are placed together in their first independent apartment and
discover unexpected things they have in common in the face of past
challenges and a harrowing trauma.
Tenderness - Robert Cormier 2013-03-19
Eighteen-year-old Eric has just been released from juvenile detention for
murdering his mother and stepfather. Now he’s looking for
tenderness—tenderness he finds in caressing and killing beautiful girls.
Fifteen-year-old Lori has run away from home again. Emotionally naïve
but sexually precocious, she is also looking for tenderness—tenderness
she finds in Eric. Will Lori and Eric be each other’s salvation or
destruction? Told from their alternating points of view, this harrowing
thriller speeds to its fateful conclusion with an irresistible force, and a
final twist that will not be easily forgotten.
What Happened to Cass McBride? - Gail Giles 2008-12-14
"The setting is claustrophobic, the characters are complex and the story
will keep readers on the edge of their seats," KLIATT raved of this vivid,
fast-paced psychological thriller in a starred review. Kyle Kirby has
planned a cruel and unusual revenge on Cass McBride, the most popular
girl in school, for the death of his brother David. He digs a hole. Kidnaps
Cass. Puts her in a box--underground. He buries her alive. But lying in
the deepest dark, Cass finds a weapon: she uses the power of words to
keep her nemesis talking--and herself breathing--during the most
harrowing 48 hours of her life.
If I Lie - Corrine Jackson 2012-08-28
Seventeen-year-old Sophie Quinn becomes an outcast in her small
military town when she chooses to keep a secret for her Marine
boyfriend who is missing in action in Afghanistan.
The Sister Season - Jennifer Scott 2013
Reuniting during the holiday season to bury their father, three sisters
confront old conflicts, new secrets and the dynamic limits and definitions
of their sibling bonds. A first adult novel by the author of Hate List.
Original. 50,000 first printing.
Fake ID - Lamar Giles 2014-01-21
Lamar Giles takes readers on a wild and dark ride in this contemporary
Witness Protection thriller, perfect for fans of James Patterson, Harlan
Coben, and John Grisham. Nick Pearson is hiding in plain sight. In fact,
his name isn't really Nick Pearson. He shouldn't tell you his real name,
his real hometown, or why his family just moved to Stepton, Virginia. And
he definitely shouldn't tell you about his friend Eli Cruz and the major
conspiracy Eli was uncovering when he died. About how Nick had to
choose between solving Eli's murder with his hot sister, Reya, and
"staying low-key" like the Program said to do. But he's going to tell
you—unless he gets caught first. . . .
Shattering Glass - Gail Giles 2003-09
When Rob, the charismatic leader of the senior class, turns the school
nerd into Prince Charming, his actions lead to unexpected violence.
Right Behind You - Gail Giles 2008-11-01
When he was nine, Kip set another child on fire. Now, after years in a
juvenile ward, he is ready for a fresh start. But the ghosts of his past
soon demand justice, and he must reveal his painful secret. How can Kip
tell anyone that he really is--or was--a murderer?
Speak - Laurie Halse Anderson 2011-05-10
The extraordinary, groundbreaking novel from Laurie Halse Anderson,
with more than 2.5 million copies sold! The first ten lies they tell you in
high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want to know what you have to
say." From the first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High,
Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school.
She is friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer party by
calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. As
time passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and practically stops
talking altogether. Only her art class offers any solace, and it is through

her work on an art project that she is finally able to face what really
happened at that terrible party: she was raped by an upperclassman, a
guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her. Her
healing process has just begun when she has another violent encounter
with him. But this time Melinda fights back, refuses to be silent, and
thereby achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's
powerful novel, an utterly believable heroine with a bitterly ironic voice
delivers a blow to the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for
many a disenfranchised teenager while demonstrating the importance of
speaking up for oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award Finalist
for Young People's Literature.
Breath of the Dragon - Gail Giles 1997
Malila draws pictures to accompany her grandmother's stories about
Thai festivals, traditions, and customs.
Identical - Ellen Hopkins 2008-08-26
Do twins begin in the womb? Or in a better place? Kaeleigh and Raeanne
are identical down to the dimple. As daughters of a district-court judge
father and a politician mother, they are an all-American family -- on the
surface. Behind the facade each sister has her own dark secret, and
that's where their differences begin. For Kaeleigh, she's the misplaced
focus of Daddy's love, intended for a mother whose presence on the
campaign trail means absence at home. All that Raeanne sees is Daddy
playing a game of favorites -- and she is losing. If she has to lose, she will
do it on her own terms, so she chooses drugs, alcohol, and sex. Secrets
like the ones the twins are harboring are not meant to be kept -- from
each other or anyone else. Pretty soon it's obvious that neither sister can
handle it alone, and one sister must step up to save the other, but the
question is -- who?
Sleeping Freshmen Never Lie - David Lubar 2007-01-18
Freaks and bullies, classes and crushes, this is high school. Starting high
school is never easy. Seniors take your lunch money. Girls you’ve known
forever are suddenly beautiful and unattainable. And you can never get
enough sleep. Could there be a worse time for Scott’s mother to
announce she’s pregnant? Scott decides high school would be a lot less
overwhelming if it came with a survival manual, so he begins to write
down tips for his new sibling. Meanwhile, he’s trying his best to capture
the attention of Julia, the freshman goddess. In the process, Scott
manages to become involved in nearly everything the school has to offer.
So while he tries to find his place in the confusing world of high school,
win Julia’s heart, and keep his sanity, Scott will be recording all the
details for his sibling’s—and your—enjoyment. Read the companion novel
Sophomores and Other Oxymorons coming August 2015
Playing in Traffic - Gail Giles 2006-03
Shy and unremarkable, seventeen-year-old Matt Lathrop is surprised and
flattered to find himself singled out for the sexual attentions of the
alluring Skye Colby, until he discovers the evil purpose behind her
actions. Reprint.
Forgotten - Cat Patrick 2011-06-07
Each night at precisely 4:33 am, while sixteen-year-old London Lane is
asleep, her memory of that day is erased. In the morning, all she can
"remember" are events from her future. London is used to relying on
reminder notes and a trusted friend to get through the day, but things
get complicated when a new boy at school enters the picture. Luke
Henry is not someone you'd easily forget, yet try as she might, London
can't find him in her memories of things to come. When London starts
experiencing disturbing flashbacks, or flash-forwards, as the case may
be, she realizes it's time to learn about the past she keeps forgettingbefore it destroys her future.
Cut - Patricia McCormick 2011
While confined to a mental hospital, thirteen-year-old Callie slowly comes
to understand some of the reasons behind her self-mutilation, and
gradually starts to get better.
Dead Girls Don't Write Letters - Gail Giles 2004-09
From the acclaimed author of "Shattering Glass." When Sunny
Reynolds's sister, Jazz, dies in a fire, the family falls apart. Soon, "Jazz"
comes home, and everything returns to normal. But Sunny knows this
girl is not her sister. Who is she? And what does she want?
Runaway - Wendelin Van Draanen 2012-04-10
This diary of a runaway girl and her search for a home celebrates hope,
resilience, and happy endings as only Wendelin Van Draanen, the author
of Flipped and other acclaimed novels, can. Holly has run away before,
but this time she actually gets away—and what at first felt like an escape
soon becomes a daily struggle for survival. She is smart and resourceful,
and she manages to make it across the country on her own. But how long
can this go on? It’s getting harder to avoid the truth—Holly is now
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homeless. Runaway is a remarkably uplifting portrait of a girl still young
and stubborn and naive enough to believe there’s a better place for her
in the world. “Will grab readers from the first entry.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Holly’s lively self lingers in the way the best characters do. Runaway is
certainly one of the best young adult books of the year.” —The
Sacramento Bee
Silver Tears - Camilla Läckberg 2021-07-06
From the internationally bestselling author of The Golden Cage comes a
bold, mesmerizing thriller of seduction, deceit, and female power, in
which a woman’s secret cannot stay buried forever. Faye Adelheim is
living a delicious lie. She is wealthy beyond imagination, she is the
Chairman of her self-made global cosmetics brand, and her ex-husband,
the monster who killed her beloved daughter Julienne, is living out the
remainder of his days behind bars. But unbeknownst to journalists, police
officers, and investors, and even the lovers she occasionally invites to her
bed, Faye has a secret: her daughter is, in fact, alive and well and so is
her mother, the woman Faye’s father was sentenced for allegedly killing
years ago. Together, three generations of women have survived in hiding
from the men who sought to destroy them. But unfortunately for Faye,
cages are meant to be opened, pillow talk can lead to betrayal, and
secrets always end in tears.
Massive - Julia Bell 2015-07-16
Weight has always been a big issue in Carmen's life. Not surprising when
her mum is obsessed with the idea that thin equals beauty, thin equals
success, thin equals the way to get what you want. And somehow her
daughter is going to be thin. When her mother sweeps her off to live in
the city, Carmen finds her old world disappearing. With everything to
gain and absolutely nothing to lose. Carmen starts to ask: if she was thin,
very thin, could it all be different? A new cover edition of Julia Bell's
critically acclaimed YA novel, Massive, published to coincide with the
release of Julia's new book, The Dark Light 'Bell's debut novel is tough,
grimy and truthful as it looks at three women in the same family with
food problems' Guardian '. . . boldly yet sensitively explores complex
interactions between emotional and nutritional needs . . . perceptive and
disturbing' Bookseller '. . . told with sympathy and humour . . . manages
to be enjoyable as well as thought-provoking' Big Issue
Lessons from a Dead Girl - Jo Knowles 2012-06-26
An unflinching story of a troubled friendship -- and one girl’s struggle to
come to terms with secrets and shame and find her own power to heal
(age 14 and up). Leah Greene is dead. For Laine, knowing what really
happened and the awful feeling that she is, in some way, responsible set
her on a journey of painful self-discovery. Yes, she wished for this. She
hated Leah that much. Hated her for all the times in the closet, when
Leah made her do those things. They were just practicing, Leah said. But
why did Leah choose her? Was she special, or just easy to control? And
why didn’t Laine make it stop sooner? In the aftermath of the tragedy,
Laine is left to explore the devastating lessons Leah taught her, find
some meaning in them, and decide whether she can forgive Leah and,
ultimately, herself.
A Step from Heaven - An Na 2016-07-26
A young Korean girl and her family find it difficult to learn English and
adjust to life in America.
Hate List - Jennifer Brown 2009-09-01
For readers of Marieke Nijkamp's This Is Where It Ends, a powerful and
timely contemporary classic about the aftermath of a school shooting.
Five months ago, Valerie Leftman's boyfriend, Nick, opened fire on their
school cafeteria. Shot trying to stop him, Valerie inadvertently saved the
life of a classmate, but was implicated in the shootings because of the list
she helped create. A list of people and things she and Nick hated. The list
he used to pick his targets. Now, after a summer of seclusion, Val is
forced to confront her guilt as she returns to school to complete her
senior year. Haunted by the memory of the boyfriend she still loves and
navigating rocky relationships with her family, former friends, and the
girl whose life she saved, Val must come to grips with the tragedy that
took place and her role in it, in order to make amends and move on with
her life. Jennifer Brown's critically acclaimed novel now includes the
bonus novella Say Something, another arresting Hate List story.
Girls Like Us - Gail Giles 2015-10-13

“A sensitive and affecting story of two young women learning to thrive in
spite of their hard circumstances.” — Booklist (starred review) Quincy
and Biddy are both graduates of their high school’s special ed program,
but they couldn’t be more different. When they’re thrown together as
roommates in their first "real world" apartment, it initially seems to be
an uneasy fit. But the two of them realize that they might have more in
common than they thought—and more important, that they might be able
to help each other move forward. Hard-hitting and compassionate, Girls
Like Us is a story about growing up in a world that can be cruel and
finding the strength—and the support—to carry on.
Girl, Stolen - April Henry 2010-09-28
Cheyenne, a blind sixteen year-old, is kidnapped and held for ransom;
she must outwit her captors to get out alive. Sixteen year-old Cheyenne
Wilder is sleeping in the back of a car while her mom fills her
prescription at the pharmacy. Before Cheyenne realizes what's
happening, their car is being stolen--with her inside! Griffin hadn't meant
to kidnap Cheyenne, all he needed to do was steal a car for the others.
But once Griffin's dad finds out that Cheyenne's father is the president of
a powerful corporation, everything changes—now there's a reason to
keep her. What Griffin doesn't know is that Cheyenne is not only sick
with pneumonia, she is blind. How will Cheyenne survive this nightmare,
and if she does, at what price? Prepare yourself for a fast-paced and
hard-edged thriller full of nail-biting suspense. This title has Common
Core connections.
How to Deal: Tarot for Everyday Life - Sami Main 2018-05-01
If you want to channel the power of the cosmos through tarot, this
accessible and practical guide is for you. Written for novices and
seasoned readers alike, How to Deal is packed with artwork and includes
prompts, exercises, and layouts to give you the answers you're looking
for. Sometimes you just need the universe to tell you whether your crush
likes you or how to handle that awkward family situation or which life
path is the best one for you. Sami Main breaks down how the cards
relate to one another, explaining spreads for future readings and
questions to ask the cards. And she takes you through all the Major and
Minor Arcana, with colorful illustrations of the cards and detailed
descriptions of what they mean. As Sami will teach you: The cards are
here to guide you through life’s ups and downs—you just have to
understand what they’re trying to say.
Ancillary Justice - Ann Leckie 2013-10-01
The only novel ever to win the Hugo, Nebula, and Arthur C. Clarke
Awards and the first book in Ann Leckie's New York Times bestselling
trilogy. On a remote, icy planet, the soldier known as Breq is drawing
closer to completing her quest. Once, she was the Justice of Toren - a
colossal starship with an artificial intelligence linking thousands of
soldiers in the service of the Radch, the empire that conquered the
galaxy. Now, an act of treachery has ripped it all away, leaving her with
one fragile human body, unanswered questions, and a burning desire for
vengeance. In the Ancillary world: 1. Ancillary Justice2. Ancillary
Sword3. Ancillary Mercy
Keesha's House - Helen Frost 2016-09-06
An unforgettable narrative collage told in poems Keesha has found a safe
place to live, and other kids gravitate to her house when they just can't
make it on their own. They are Stephie – pregnant, trying to make the
right decisions for herself and those she cares about; Jason – Stephie's
boyfriend, torn between his responsibility to Stephie and the baby and
the promise of a college basketball career; Dontay – in foster care while
his parents are in prison, feeling unwanted both inside and outside the
system; Carmen – arrested on a DUI charge, waiting in a juvenile
detention center for a judge to hear her case; Harris – disowned by his
father after disclosing that he's gay, living in his car, and taking care of
himself; Katie – angry at her mother's loyalty to an abusive stepfather,
losing herself in long hours of work and school. Stretching the
boundaries of traditional poetic forms – sestinas and sonnets – Helen
Frost's extraordinary debut novel for young adults weaves together the
stories of these seven teenagers as they courageously struggle to hold
their lives together and overcome their difficulties. Keesha's House is a
2004 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
The Accidentals - Sarina Bowen 2018-07-10
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